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Blockchains, Real-time Accounting, and the
Future of Credit Risk Modeling
Hans Byström*
Abstract. In this paper I discuss how blockchains potentially could affect the way credit
risk is modeled, and how the improved trust and timing associated with blockchain-enabled
real-time accounting could improve default prediction. To demonstrate the (quite
substantial) effect the change would have on well-known credit risk measures, a simple
case-study compares Z-scores and Merton distances to default computed using typical
accounting data of today to the same risk measures computed under a hypothetical future
blockchain regime.

1. Introduction
Most finance people have heard of Bitcoin, the virtual currency. Less, though, have probably
heard of the technology behind Bitcoin, a technology labeled blockchain. While, to date,
blockchain technology has been used primarily as the plumbing for Bitcoin, blockchains can
also be used for the infrastructure of traditional financial products such as debt contracts and
financial derivatives.1
In accounting, blockchains could potentially improve the quality of information reaching
investors in two ways: by making the accounting information more trustworthy, and by
making the information more timely. As for trust, if firms were to keep their financial records
on blockchains, the opportunities for accounting-related manipulation and fraud etc. could
drop dramatically. Inter-firm transactions would also become much more transparent.2 As for
timing, since blockchain-based book keeping would make each and every transaction in a
firm’s ledger instantaneously available, real-time updating of accounting information would
be possible.3 Moreover, this information would be made instantaneously available not only to
insiders within the firm but to (chosen) outsiders like regulators.4, 5, 6
In this paper, my focus is on credit risk modeling and on how a possible future wide-spread
use of blockchains could affect the way we model credit risk. It is well known that accounting
information, such as balance sheet data and income statements, is imperfect.7 Accounting data
suffers from problems such as ambiguous and non-uniform accounting practices, managers
engaging in creative accounting or by reports lagging behind real events. Therefore, since
most credit risk models rely on accounting data, the increased transparency, accuracy, and
timeliness of financial statements brought about by firms keeping their books on blockchains,
whether public or private, could significantly improve credit risk modeling.8
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Of course, no one knows whether, and how quickly, the scenario outlined above will
materialize. In the analysis in this paper, however, I generally assume that (i) publicly traded
firms will upload their financial data on a public blockchain, (ii) this data will be uploaded
very frequently, perhaps daily, and (iii) any accounting data required in credit risk modeling is
indeed uploaded on this blockchain. In other words, the main point of this paper is not to
discuss whether companies will or will not participate in a future blockchain scheme.

2. Blockchains
Bitcoin was first proposed in 2008 by an unknown author writing under the pseudonym
Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin is a virtual currency, i.e. a digital currency resembling cash but
lacking central bank backing, offering a way of exchanging ownership on a peer-to-peer basis.
Importantly, Bitcoin does not rely on a central clearing place, such as a bank. Instead, every
historical Bitcoin transaction is stored in a globally distributed electronic ledger called the
blockchain that keeps track of all Bitcoin transactions throughout history.9, 10, 11
The Bitcoin ledger is called a blockchain because blocks, or records, of new Bitcoin
transactions are added to the chain of historical transactions, as they happen, by special
Bitcoin users called miners. The miners verify that every Bitcoin transaction in the block is
legitimate by solving a difficult cryptographic problem.12 This innovative technology, where
new transactions are added to the (Bitcoin) blockchain and verified by the entire decentralized
network, significantly reduces transactions costs. It is also fully transparent and it is secured
by sophisticated cryptography (using mathematical algorithms called hash functions) and
through the work of the miners.

3. Blockchains and Real-Time Accounting
A blockchain is basically a ledger that can never be altered and whose records can never be
destroyed. As such, it could, among other things, be useful as a trustworthy and continuously
updated ledger for a firm’s accounting records. 13 This is due to the fact that blockchain
technology can be used not only to transfer digital currency between a buyer and a seller but
also to transfer the ownership of any other asset between two firms in a cheap, efficient and
trustworthy way.14
Financial statements are prepared at regular intervals and sum up what has happened in a
firm’s ledger throughout a certain period. An auditor then issues an opinion on the accuracy of
the financial statements. Outsiders, such as investors and credit risk managers, have to trust
both that the auditing is thorough and unbiased and that the firm has not given false
information to the auditor. That is, the concept of trust is critical in both the preparation of the
financial statement and in the auditing process. This is where the blockchain technology
behind Bitcoin can play an integral role.13
If a firm were to voluntarily, perhaps due to market pressure, post all of its business
transactions on a blockchain, with a permanent time stamp on each transaction, the firm’s
entire ledger would be instantaneously visible and anyone could aggregate the firm’s
transactions into income statements and balance sheets in real-time.2 That is, many of the
things the auditor does in today’s accounting world, a blockchain can possibly do much more
efficiently and much more timely in tomorrow’s. By construction, if a firm kept all its
transactions and balances on a blockchain, then the blockchain itself could, to a large extent,
replace the auditor in confirming the accuracy of the firm’s accounting (avoiding potential
moral hazard or agency problems). Since past transactions in the blockchain cannot be
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tampered with, the issue of mistrust is intelligently removed from the firm’s financial
statements.
In addition to the issue of trust, the automatic updating of the ledger in real time, where each
and every transaction is (more or less) instantaneously included in the firm’s blockchain,
could potentially make a firm’s accounting information as timely and dynamic as, for
instance, its stock price. In other words, due to the natural parallels between blockchains and
accounting, blockchain technology could improve the quality of accounting information
reaching investors in two ways: by making the information more trustworthy and by making
the information more timely.

4. Blockchains and Credit Risk Modeling
Two of the most well-known credit risk models are the Altman Z-score and the Merton (1974)
model.15, 16 The Z-score formula for predicting bankruptcy was developed by Edward Altman
in the late 1960s and uses various corporate income and balance sheet variables (i.e.
accounting information), plus stock prices, to predict whether a firm will go bankrupt or not.
The Z-score is a linear combination of five financial ratios, weighted by coefficients. The
coefficients were estimated by Altman using discriminant analysis on a matched set of
bankrupt and non-bankrupt firms. The Z-score is calculated as

Z  1.2 X 1  1.4 X 2  3.3 X 3  0.6 X 4  0.99 X 5
where
X1 = working capital/total assets,
X2= retained earnings/total assets,
X3= earnings before interest and taxes/total assets,
X4= market value of equity/book value of total liabilities,
X5= sales/total assets,
and the larger the Z-score the smaller the probability that the firm will default on its debt.
The Merton model, in turn, also relies on accounting information and stock prices as inputs,
but views a firm’s equity and debt as contingent claims issued against the firm’s underlying
assets.17 In the Merton model

VE  V A N (d1 )  e  r T t  DN (d 2 )
where N 

(1)

 is the cumulative normal distribution, and
VE is the firm’s market value of equity,
VA is the firm’s market value of assets,
D is the total amount of firm liabilities,
T-t is the time to maturity of the firm’s liabilities,
rf is the risk-free interest rate,
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Moreover, the equity volatility E and the asset volatility A are related through the equation
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and one can solve the nonlinear system of equations (1) and (2) for VA and A. The distance to
default is then defined as
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and the larger the value of DD the smaller the probability that the firm will default on its debt.
4.1 A Case Study—To demonstrate the effect of going from a quarterly updating of accounting
information to a near instantaneous updating I look at the two credit risk models described
above applied to the two well-known US-based companies Apple and Groupon. Since these
firms’ accounting information is sampled quarterly, i.e. the risk measures cannot be updated
more frequently than once every three months, I have to simulate hypothetical (blockchainenabled) day-to-day movements of the Z-score and the DD measure.18 These daily movements
are generated by sampling normally-distributed random numbers with means and standard
deviations estimated from the actual history of quarterly sampled Z-scores and debt levels (for
the Merton DD measures), respectively, using the square-root rule assuming that the daily
movements are independent. In this way I get reasonably realistic realizations of potential
future blockchain-induced real-time Z-scores and DDs.
Figure 1 shows the Z-score and the Merton distance to default (DD) measure for the two
firms, with daily and quarterly accounting data, respectively. 19, 20 Since the volatility of the
hypothetical daily changes in risk is chosen based on the volatility of the firms’ actual
quarterly changes in risk and debt, the (fairly substantial) fluctuations in the two figures give a
reasonably realistic demonstration of how, and of how much, the estimated risk measures
would change as a result of the introduction of blockchains in firms’ book keeping. The intra-
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quarterly fluctuations are not insignificant, indicating improved credit risk modeling when
going from quarterly to daily updating of accounting information.21

Fig. 1. Z-score and Merton DD (Distance to Default) for Apple and Groupon with
daily and quarterly accounting data, Oct 2014 - Oct 2015.

As mentioned, the dynamics of the Z-scores and distance to defaults (DDs) in Figure 1
suggests that credit risk measurement could be significantly improved if blockchain-based
real-time accounting was available. For example, the average change in Z-score and DD from
one quarter to the next is 13% and 36%, respectively (for these two particular firms and for
this time-period). In other words, even if we, somewhat simplistically, assumed a linear
change in actual Z-scores and DDs from one quarter to the next the credit risk modeling error
compared to the actual credit risk levels would be on average 6.5% and 18%, respectively, on
any given day in between the quarterly updates. Moreover, if the intra-quarterly changes in
risk are modeled, somewhat more realistically, using the stochastic processes in this paper the
modeling error could be much larger than these numbers, as Figure 1 shows. One extreme
example is the third-quarter distance to default for Groupon where the modeling error is
significantly larger. Moreover, in the case of the Merton model, and possibly also for the Zscores, the magnitude of the error is even larger when one looks at default probabilities (PDs)
rather than distance to defaults.22 As for the timing of the risk assessment, regardless of credit
risk modeling method, the blockchain-based risk measure reaches next quarter’s credit risk
level early 75% (Apple) and 67% (Groupon) of the time (for this particular generation of
stochastic numbers). On average, with real-time accounting the next quarter’s risk levels are
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reached after around two months (i.e. one month early) and in some cases the level is reached
already after a couple of weeks.
Figure 1 shows that the risk dynamics are similar for the Z-score and the Merton DD
measure but, considering the more typical dynamic (daily) implementation of the Merton
model, the Z-score is probably the measure that, in practice, would be most affected by the
introduction of real-time accounting. It is even possible that the (rather dated) Z-score could
experience a renaissance as a result of the introduction of blockchains. In fact, with the drastic
changes to the accounting and auditing practice described above the current Z-score would
probably be replaced with a new score containing other financial ratios and/or coefficients.
It is also possible that the entire area of bankruptcy prediction could change, with a focus on
new instruments (smart contracts in blockchain jargon) or financial ratios directly tailored to
the likelihood of default. With not only insiders having access to all of a firm’s transactions,
the process of bankruptcy might also change fundamentally with managers, creditors,
investors, and regulators playing by entirely new rules. Issues such as reflexivity could affect
a firm’s path towards bankruptcy to a larger extent than today.
Finally, it should be stressed that even if the process of firms posting all of their business
transactions on a blockchain was to be more limited than that hypothesized above it is still
likely that credit risk models would be affected in one way or the other. For instance, even if
not all accounting information would be instantaneously available on the blockchain, perhaps
some will.

5. Conclusion
Above, I have discussed how the blockchain technology behind the bitcoin could improve
credit risk modeling through improved trust and better timing of accounting data releases. If
the suggested changes were to materialize over the coming years the impact on the way we
model credit risk could be substantial, and with a simple case-study I find that blockchains
would have a material effect also on credit risk measures widely used today.
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